
“Education is the key to unlocking the golden doorof freedom.”

Dear Parents,

The month of May has been a whirlwind of exciting
activities, learning adventures and joyful moments. We
are thrilled to share their enthusiasm, eagerness to learn
as they develop new skills with every activity. Our
munchkin’s accomplishments and active learning
techniques would surely mesmerize you through this
newsletter.

May Assessment w.e.f 15-05-2023 to 23-05-2023



May Day Activity: To celebrate the painstaking

efforts of our supporting staff, that work tirelessly

for our tiny tots in school, the international worker’s

day also called May Day was celebrated in

kindergarten block on 1st May,2023. The teachers

briefed the children about this day and its

importance. The children expressed gratitude by

giving handmade badges to the school attendants

and helpers. The school helpers were overwhelmed

by this act of thankfulness. The activity was

designed to forge a letter understanding of the

helper’s community among our students who must

learn to respect and appreciate other efforts.



Button Art Competition- Button Art is a great way to
develop fine motor skills, and imagination and spark
creativity. A competition of Button Art was conducted
on 6th May, 2023, wherein the students participated
enthusiastically. The tiny tots worked very hard to draw
and make different figures or scenes by using different
kinds of buttons to show their creativity. Various items
on display were the school logo, landscape, photo
frame, etc. This activity not only boosted their
confidence and self-esteem but also encouraged them to
continue exploring and expressing themselves through
art. The creative and ingenuity displayed by our
students continue to impress us all.



Mom’s Day Card Activity: - “There is no role in

life that is more essential than that of

motherhood.” Making a card for Mother's Day

is a unique way to show love and appreciation

for Mom. It's a meaningful and heartfelt gift

that she can treasure for years to come. It's

surely a personalized expression of love. Our

cuties made handmade card with colorful pom

poms to show their love for their moms.



TIPS FOR PARENTS

To enhance our children’s English Vocabulary Skills, you can use

new words every day in your conversation and motivate them to

read with fluency. For this:

Develop a Reading Habit: Vocabulary building is easiest when

one encounters words in context. Reading to your child at this

age is a wonderful way to build your child’s language skills.

Variety is the Key: Use wide variety of words. Children need to

listen to a word several times before they start understanding

the meaning.

Play Word Games: Classic Games like Scrabble and Boggle can

function as a fun way to expand child’s English Vocabulary.



Dear parents

Remember, building a strong vocabulary is closely

linked to reading.

Here are some suggestions that will help in

nurturing your child’s love for reading and expanding their

vocabulary during the summer break.

Create a ReadingMook

* Set up a cozy, comfortable and inviting reading space

equipped with cushions and good lighting. Spend time with

your child, delving into new stories and expanding their

knowledge.

*Celebrate their achievements when they read

independently to motivate and encourage them.

*Engage them in meaning dialogue about the books they

read. This will help develop critical thinking and

comprehension skills.



https://youtu.be/0vvSiiU_J4s

https://youtu.be/RGYvTr6CfPY

https://youtu.be/TRelB8Nuneg

https://youtu.be/NDJxFRNvi1M

https://youtu.be/zIhQSpiP9GY

https://youtu.be/0vvSiiU_J4s
https://youtu.be/RGYvTr6CfPY
https://youtu.be/TRelB8Nuneg
https://youtu.be/NDJxFRNvi1M
https://youtu.be/zIhQSpiP9GY


B.C.MARYA MODEL SR. SEC. SCHOOL,SHASTRI NAGAR, LUDHIANA.

BUTTONART COMPETITON (UKG)

SR.
NO.

STUDENTNAME (FIRST
POSITION)

FATHER’SNAME

1. MANIT JAIN ABHISHEK JAIN
2. VIRAJ BHANDARI ANKUR BHANDARI
3. KRISHIKAAGGARWAL VIVEKAGGARWAL
4. HARARAADH SINGH ARSHDEEP SINGH
5. KAIRA SOOD ROHIT SOOD

6. MANVEEN KAUR RAMNEET SINGH
7. ALISHKA JAIN ANKIT JAIN
8. GURESEERAT KAUR SHARANDEEP SINGH

9. MAAHIR KHANNA MOHIT KHANNA
10. VANYAGUPTA MAHESH GUPTA
11. HIMANSHMAKHIJA HARISH KUMAR

STUDENTNAME (SECOND
POSITION)

FATHER’SNAME

12. PRISHA KUSHAL THAPAR
13. MYRA SINGLA SHANKY SINGLA

14. SUKEERAT SINGH HARSIMRAT SINGH
15. GURASEES KAUR VARINDER SINGH

16. JAIDITYANAGPAL DEEPAK NAGPAL

17. VIRAJ HUNNY
18. RIHANAGROVER JATINDERGROVER

STUDENTNAME (THIRD
POSITION)

FATHER’SNAME

19. KYANSH NAYYAR ANKIT NAYYAR
20. SAMYAGUPTA KAPIL GUPTA

21. TEHNAAZ KAUR NAVJOT SINGH



22. SHREYAN SOOD SAHIL SOOD
23. SATVIK JOHAR ANKUR JOHAR

24. JIYANSHI KATYAL MANISH KUMAR
25. AHAANA CHHABRA GOURAV CHHABRA
26. JAKSHVIJ SAHIL VIJ
27 AARAVGOYAL GAURAVGOYAL

STUDENTSNAME(CONSOLATION) FATHER’SNAME

28. DEVANSH JINDAL RAMAN JINDAL

29. SHIVANSH JETHI GEETANSH JETHI

UPCOMING CLASS ACTIVITIES

*Memory game
*WordyMuse Competition
* Funky feet competition






